May 2016 – MJIIT 4th and 3rd year students presented their final year project called Integrated Design Project/Capstone Project. There were 26 groups of 5 students from Department of Electronic Systems Engineering (ESE) and Department of Mechanical Precision Engineering (MPE) courses each took part in the competition. They were judged based on the creativity of the design and fastest time clocked by climbing MJIIT staircase. The judges are lecturers from UTM Razak School and engineers from Proton Malaysia Bhd (the national car maker).

The event held at the MJIIT foyer had attracted huge crowds of the students who cheered up for their friends. The lecturers also attended while at the same time giving support and encouragement to their student-competitors.

The winner – fastest time in less than one minute.

Another fast model in climbing the staircase.

Some of the contestants with their capstone models.